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for the

Army Air Foroes, Air.Tedmloal Sertice Comand

DITCHING TESTS WITH A ~
10

SIZE MODEL OF !CHEARMY A-20A

AIRPLANE IN LANGLEY TANK NO.-2 A~”

ON AN OUTDOOR CATAPULT .

By George A. Jarvis and Margaret F. Steiner

SUMMARY

Tests with a dynamically slmllar model of the Army
A-20A airplane were made to determine W best way to
land the airplane in calm and rough water and to deter-
mlne Its probable dltchlng performance. The behavior
was studied by making visual observations, by recording
longitudinal decelerations, and by taking motion pictures
of the landings. From these studies the conclusions
that follow were drawn. “

If the waves are short, or the crests are parallel
to the flight path, or the water Is calm, a smooth
ditching with the nose remaining clear will probably.
result If the airplane is landed laterally level In a
tall-down attitude. The airplane should be In the ‘
lightest possible weight condition; partial power and
full flaps should be used to make a landlng as slowly
as possible. In a swell the airplane should be landed
parallel to the crest of the swell, if possible. If
there Is no swell, the airplane should.be ditched along
the waves across moderate winds: but when the condition
of the sea indicates that higher winds exist (see
‘JAeroloEYfor Pilots.n McGraw-Hill Book Co.. ~c. .
1943), Efien
and attempt
ward side.

it may be advisable to land Into the wind
to contact a wave near the top on the wind-
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INTRODIETION

. .

Objeot of the tests.- The object of the tests was
to detemlne the best way to make a forced landing of an
Army A-20A airplane in the sea and to determine fts ;
probable behavior.

Re uested.-
+

The tests were made in aooordance with
the reques the Army Air Foroes, Materiel Command,
of March 26, 1g43.-

Date and plaoe of tests.- The tests were made In
smoo IA water at Langley tank no. 2 and in rough water
at an outdoor catapult which was under the supervision
of personnel of the impaot basin. The catapult tests
were made from November of 1943 through January Of 1944.
(The smooth-water tests were previously discussed in
referenoe 1 but are included here in order to make this
a complete report of all the tests.)

PROOEDURE “

Description of Model

Scale.- The model was a
1
—size dynamic model.
10

Type of construction.- The model was of wooden
construct on as described in reference 2. In some of
the tests the bomb-bay doors and other covers were
omitted to simulate their probable failure in an
actual ditchhg.

f#%%i!F%.- Photographs of the model are shown In
o ographs of the model with gun blisters

added are shown in fig&e 3.

Test Methods and Equipment

!lheapparatus and test procedure are deschlbed In
reference 2.

Test Conditions

(All flgu~s g~~n nfer to tb full-scale airplane.)

I
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.- ke center of gravity
mean aerodynamic ohord; the

hove the bottom of the
fuselage.

Attitude of the f’hselagereferenoe line.- 13? (near-
stqll at.tttd lW u t 11 uown attitude), 60,
40 .(d.im’ ~t%ltudg): ?o ~~~%~l~d~g attitude). The
thrust line is at a positive angle of 2° with the refer-
enoe llne.

Landing gear.- Retracted.

.- Teata were made with flaps up and
flaps H. “,

L&ndlnK speed.- The speed”range on tank tests was
from 80 to 120 mi1es per hour. The speeds used at the
outdoor oatapult ware those representing a power-off,
flaps-down landing as computed from data furnished by
Douglas Aircraft Company, Inc. They are listed In
table I.

Vertical v3l0city.-
vertical velocl~ies were
second.

Tests were made in which the
varied from 2 to 20 feet per

Conditions of form or simulated damage.-

I- Simulated damage on the model representing the
A-20A airplane.

(a)

(b)

(0)

(g)

No damage (fig. l(c)).

Bomb-bay doors removed.

Bomb-bay doors and rear gun hatch removed.

Bomb-bay doors, rear gun hatoh, and bcmbardierls
sighting.window removed (fig. 2). ~is oondl-
thon simulated probable damage bf the full-
scale alrplaneo.

-.. — —---- ---- .—.
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wava length= were abo~% 20 to

(c) The crests of the regular waves
artificially in the tank were
to the fllght path. The wave

from 15 Inches to # feet and
ranged from 20 to 120 feet.

.

RESULTS
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(e).S~e as (d) with solld.bull@eads added at the
fore and aft end of the bab bay.

II - Simulated damage on the model representing “
the A-20A airplane with gun blisters;

(a) No damage (fig. 3).”

(b).pomb-bay doors removed.

.(o) Bomb-bay doors and rear gun”hatch removed.

(d) Bomb-bay doors, rear gun hatch, and bombardierts
sighting window removed.

(e) Rsar gun hatoh removed. - “

emaoh-
.- Some tests were made with one blade of

er locked vertically downward; blades made
of wood and also of aluminum were tried. Tests were
also made with windmllllng propellers made of sheet
aluminum.

Conditions of seaway.- (a) Cam water.

(b) Wave orests parallel to the flight pa~; range
of wave hel@ts was amroxlmatel~ 1 to 6 feet.

12h feet. -

created
Perpendicular
heights ranged

the wbve lengths

The nsults of the smpoth-water tests, which Inoluded
the conditions of damage listed under Test Conditions,
are given In referenoe 1. Table II, which is talmn from
reference 1, is included in this report to provide a
convenient reference of the decelerations:measured in
smooth-water tests. The results of the rough-water tests
are presented in tables III and IV. A series of

—. — ----, ---- ,,, .11, -,, .,, ,111=1=111= =111 1111 ,,, ...1.- . .. --.-—.
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photographs showing the behavior of the model in several
ditohlngs is shown In figures 4, through 6. Time-history-... “-re~ohdsof-lbngltudinal decelerations are presented “
In figure 7~ “

DISCUSSION

Da smooth-water tests in the tank and rough-water
tests from the catapult dlvlng did not occur In the”
landing runs at.any time and the performance was good.
In tank tests when the model landed across waves whose
length was several times the length of the model a few
dives were obtained at both high and low attitudes.
~ese dives occurred when the model touched on a wave
so that It was thrown In the air and recentered the
water In a nose-down attitude Into an approaching wave.

If one wing was slightly lower than the other,
violent turns frequently resulted with accompanying high
decelerations.

Even in rough water and with damage simulated
on the fuselage the performance was comparatively smooth
but the maximum decelerations were high for this type
of run, being 6g to 8g In most of the runs. It was
observed that the nacelles raised considerable spray
and since they are placed so low that they enter the
water as soon as the whole of the fuselage bottom 1s
in contact with the water, lt seems that their resistance
might account for the high decelerations.

Ef’feetof speed and attitude.- The maximum decelera-
tions were generally.highest at the highest speeds. The
performance did not vary much with speed although during
the low-attitude high-speed runs a great deal of heavy
spray was raised by the nacelles throughout the run.
This spray was about four or five tl.mesthe height of
the fuselage. It should be noted that all tests represent
flared landings and speeds and attitudes refer to yalues
at the first contact with the water=

,..
Effect of flap settl .- The ‘flapsetting had no .

Itching performance. (See
reference 1.) When the flaps were down they were
attached In such a manner that they generally folded up
at the first impact giving a Tough simulation of their
failure.

—
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Effect of wind and 8eawa
waves
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I!nlanding across long
waves or skipped f“rbm,.

crest to crest. Occasionally, it was thrown clear of
the water at first impact in both high-and low-attitude
landings and entered again in a nose-down attitude Into
the leeward side of a wave. The first Impaot In landing
across wav9s was generally very heavy; on several runs
the bcmb-bay doors were broken out even after being
reinforced. The point of contaot with respect to the
wave crest at whloh the model first touched did not
affect the behavior of the model consistently but in
order to avoid high loads at th first Impact It
appeared to be best to make the first contact with the
water on the windward side of the “wave.

When the wave length was about half the length of
the fuselage or less the model generally made a good
run but the reinforced bomb-bay doors were torn out
more frequently than in landings In longer waves.

Landings across moderate winds and paralleL to
the wave crests generally resulted In runs In which
the performance was good regardless of point of contact
on the wave. As wind and wave height increased It
become more difficult to keep the model laterally
level In the landings and some violent turns resulted
when a wfng and nacelle dug in first. ~ view of the
fact “thata cross-wind landing may result in a tiolent
turn,when high winds exist, It may be better to take
advantage of landing Into the wind so as to reduce
the water speeds and thus keep impact water loads to
a minimum. Means of determining wind velocity by
obserting seaway are discussed in reference 3.

Effect of simulated dam~.- The flat bottqu of
the Fuselage is a good pla=ng surface but since the
water loads are high the present structure would probably
fail In a ditching. The tests with the bofi.doors
removed resulted in good Performance as the model
trimmed up on the rear fiselage bottom at first, then
planed on the nacelles until the water started impinging
on the front of the nacelles. Decelerations recorded
In table II indicate that when failure of the bomb-
bay doors was simulated the deceleration was twice as
high as when no damage was simulated.

.— .——.— —. . . .. . . . —. . ---- . . ...— .-. ——. — .... . ——
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Effeot”of sinking speed.- Tes*s we~”
complete model [representing the airplane

made with the
with optlm~”-

atfiotural perform&06) com61ned with severe cofi~tions
of seaway and high stnklng speed. o!lheresults Znd?cated
that g“oodditching ~rfozmanoe could belnsured I.fthe
airplane Were sufficiently belnforoed even if the slnklng
speed was abnormally high.

Effect of propellers.- lhk looked wooden blades
projecting downward did not break and had a detrimental
effecston ditching;”the locked alumlnum blades projecting
downward bent baok~ards.and formed planlng “surfaoes
whioh were beneficial. Wlndmllling propellers had no
appreolable effect on the maximum deceleration but the
length of landing run was generally shortened.

Effect of ~ blisters.- The gun bllkters had-no
appreciable effect on the behavior”of the model.

Effect of weight.- Although there la no evidence
that weight alone had any effect on the ditching
performance, some Improvement would be expected from
the lower landln~ sneeds which are ~osslble with the
lighter weight. - -

CONCLUSIONS

From results of the tests with
following conclusions are drawn:

the &
-size model the

1. The airnlane should be landed at the lightest
possible weight in a tall-down attitude (10°, fuselage
reference llne).

2. The landing should be made wtth partial power
on and with flaps fully extended to obtain the slowest
possible landlng speed.

3. The landing should be made with the wings
laterally level, otherwise a violent turn may result.

4. In a swell the airplane should be landed parallel
to the crest of the swell, if possible. If there is no
swell, the airplane should be ditched along the waves
across moderate winds but when the ccmditlon of the”sea
indloates that higher winds exist, then it may be advisable

-.
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to land into the wind and attempt to contact a wave
near the top on the windward side.

5.-In landings In calm water, in short waves, or
parallel to the crests of long waws, the ditching
performance will be smooth with the nose remaining
clear throughout most of the mn, even when some damage
occurs to the bottom ot the fuselage. The maximum
deceleration will probably be between 2g and 8g.

6. Ih landing across long waves the airplane may
dig into the wave In a dive if the tail contacts a wave
so as to force the nose down before the airplane contacts
the next wave; the maximum deceleration may exceed 8g.

Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory
National Adtisory Committee for Aeronautics -

Langley FZeld, V&., November 29, 19~

. .-
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TABLE I

LANDINO SPEEDS REQUIRED AT THE OUTDOOR CATAPULT

Q1l values are full scale.1

Wei”@t Attitude
(lb)

Landing velocity
fuselage r fer nce line

77
(mph)

deg “

-17,400 13 90

21,500 10 109

17,400 9 102

21,500 6 126

17,400 “4 122

21,500 2 155

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

\
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TABLE II

MAXIMUM LONGITUDINAL DECELERATIONS ON +j-SIZE MODEL OF

A-20A AIRPLANE WITH GUN BLISTERS LANDING ON CALM WATER

1-
‘Grossweight 21,500 pounds full size; decelerations

are given in multiples of the acceleration of -

)
gravity

Attitude of fuselage
reference line I

100 20 I
Speed, mph full scale

Model wi<hout openings
simuls’ti;.:;gno
struct~i-d damage in
landing

Bomb-bay doors removed No
-propellers

Bomb-bay doors and rear
gun hatch removed

Rear-gun hatch removed
I

Bomb-bay doors, rear
gun hatch, and
bombardier~s sighting

k

Win -

window removed
miIl:.:n,g

prop:;ll.ers

— —-

80

1*7

4.9

3.6

3.0

207

2.00 120 120

407

4.8

3Q4- 4.2

J+*7 5,6

3.2 3.6 5.7

NOTE : The windmilling propellers on the model were made

from ~-inch thick aluminum; the tips generally bent

when the propellers hit the water.

NATIONAL ADVTSORY
COMMITTEE FOR AXRONAUTICS
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TA* III

TAWK ?2S?S WITN A &SIZE MODEL OF TRE A-20A AIRPLANE WITH 13DM

~IS171RS LAHD~ ACROSS lTL2 WAML9 . HO DAMM3E SIHCLA~

p... w.ight 2,,500 rmmtds, all figuras .gvarl rarer to run m.,q

Attltulm
fusolmgo ,gma~ SuUP =-1- p~l~t IJf

“- ‘~ditl- -~y (m@l) d*o”gytl- aontact
R@mcrks

(dog)

●ngth - 20 ft 10 80 1.7 to 1.8 Rode tho wauo or skipped
from moat to craat.

sight - 15 In. 10 100 1.2 to 3.8 Rode tho ●awo#.

2 120 5.9 to 6Jt Rode tha warns. (Bomb-bay
doors mara broken aftar
haing N inforood. )

10 80 1.9 to 2.6 A Rode tho waws

10 80 2.2 to 6.8 B Skipped from crast to crest
or skippad cmd ●ntared the
following wave in slight din

10 80 2.0 tO 4.2 c Rode the warn# or ckippad
from craat to crest.

BZ@h - 120 ?* lo 100 4.4to 4.7 A Skipped from orest to crest,

Bight - * ft

then nosed lB or turned
quiokly at tlm end of tlm
run.

10 100 4.6 B Skipped (turm.d cud.nosed in
at end of run).

10 100 6.5 c Skippad (then ran deeply 1n
● turn).

2 120 8.4 A Sklppad off flra+ W-W md
dived deeply l.nthird wava.

2 120 2.8 to 6.5 B Rods the warns then turnad
violently; (in one run tb
model aklppad atxltore out
the ralmforcod bo~-bay
doors ).

2 120 ~.o tO 5.6 c Rode tha waras, sklppad. (In
one run the modol skip~d
then dlwad violently into
third wava. )

/

Point of ccatm.ts (A) on leeward side: (B) on crast; (C) on wlmdwcrd side.

Nom : ‘lhewater =Paeds were approxhatoly ropmsentatlta of the full-scale values
but no wl.ndwan ●vailable, so alrsp.oda wore low and wing llft.was lwaa than
model uolght.

NATIONAL AOVISORY

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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TABLE IV

TESTS AT THE OUTDOOR CATAPULT WITH A +-SIZE h!ODEL

OF THE ARMY A-20A AIRPLANE WITH GUN BLISTERS

r 1All values are f’ullscale.

Attitude Range of Range of

Weight fuselage maximum wave heights

(lb) reference longitudinal (p::::;;l Remarks
line deceleration
(deg) (g) (in.)

17,400 13 3.8 to 5.4 0 to 60 Pitched up
after contact.
Smooth run
resulted.

9 5.4 to 7.7 0 to 60 Same as high
attitude except
some turns
occurred and
fairly heavy
s~ray was
rhised.

4 5.7 to 7.7 0 to 60 Porpoised
slightly.
Heavy spray
raised during
landing run.

21,500 10 0 to 30 Similar to 13°,
17,400 pounds,

1

NOTE : In the light-weight runs, the bomb-bay doors,
rear gun hatch, and the bombardiers sighting window
were removed. No damage was simulated in the heavy-
weight runs.

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS

,
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Figure 1(a).- Photographs of ~0- size model of A-20A airplane without gun E

blisters. Front view.
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Figure l(b).- Photographs of — -size model of A-20A airplane without gun

bli~”ters. Bottom view.
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xFigure l(cl.- Photographs of —-size model of A-20A airplane without gun

10 :
blisters. Side view.
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Figure 2.- Photograph of the model with openings simulating damage of
rear gun hatch, bomb-bay doors, and bombardier’s sigh-ting window.
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Figure3(a).- Photographof
.0

~-size model ofA-20A airplanewithgunMisters.add6d.
Frontview. g
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Figure3(b).- Photographof ~-size modelofA-20A airplanewithgunblistersadded..
Bottom view.
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1.07 .70 . 30 0

4.80 2.80 2.27 1.72

Figure 4.- Photographs of a ditching of a ~ -size model of the Army A-20A airplane

with gun blisters. The landing was made along the waves with flaps down. Simu-

lated failure of bomb-bay doors, rear gun hatch, and bombardier’s sighting

window. (Full scale time indicated in seconds. ) Attitude 13°, speed 90 miles

per hour.
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o .30 .60 1,22

1.80 2.56 3.05 4.50

1
E

Figure 5.- Photographs of a ditching of a — -size model of the Army A-20A airplane
10

z
p

with gun blisters. The landing was made along the waves with flaps down.

Simulated failure of bomb-bay doors, rear gun hatch, and bombardier’s sighting K
window. (Full scale time indicated in seconds. } Attitude ?O, x

speed 102 miles
E

per hour. P
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o . 30 .75 1.28

1.72 2.45 3.40 4.70I
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1 z
Figure 6.- Photographs of a ditching of a — -size model of the Army A-20A airplane p

with gun blisters. The landing was madelOalong the waves with flaps down. ~

Simulated failure of bomb-bay doors, rear gun hatch, and bombardier’s sighting R

window. (Full scale time indicated in seconds. ; Attitude 4°, speed 122 miles E
w

per hour.
NATIONAL ADVISORY

COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS
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